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1. Abstract:
“THOLKAPPIAR” is a Great philosopher? No…. No…. No…. "AKATHIAR" shall be considered as a Great philosopher. “THOLKAPPIAR” shall be called as great "POET" (Kaviperarasu) elaborating various Predefined ancient philosophies in his poems written in high grammatical form during post Vedic period.

This scientific research focus that the population of “AKATHIAR” race (also called as Akkanna population) shall be considered as Ancient population lived in “KACHCHA THEEVU” during pre-vedic period (Say 5,00,000years ago) who written many philosophy of planet system, medicines Ethics in “PALM LEAF MANUSCRIPT”.

It is further focused that the philosophy related to various subjects shall be considered derived from “stone culvert” (Tablet) scatterly available here and there. Alternatively it shall be stipulated that “Akathiar race” consider simply “TRANSLATING” the matter available in the Prehistoric stone culvert and wrote in the form of ‘palm leaf manuscript’.

It is speculated that the human ancestor populations shall be considered lived in ‘WHITE PLANET’ (white mars) in the early universe who were expert in various field like Astrophysics, Astronomy, Medicines, Ethics, etc. written in single alphabet script called “TRIPHTHONG SCRIPT” written in a super solid stone matter. In proto Indo Europe language the Triphthong script shall be called as “VALLUVAM”. Valluvam shall mean “Divine language Script” or e-Logic.

TRIPHTHONG SCRIPT
(

i) Right dot indicates ‘vowel’
ii) Left dot indicates ‘consonant’
iii) Centre dot indicates ‘vibration’
Millions of philosophies written in a single script shall be described as below:

(VALLUVAM PHILOSOPHIES)

It is further focused that the prehistoric human populations lived in white planet shall be considered having distinguished genetic characteristics compared to so called modern human and called as ‘ALIEN POPULATION’ (or) ‘AKKILEN RACE’ who belong to ‘Angel Family’ and capable of ‘FLYING’.

“VALLUVAM shall be considered as Divine Script of Alien Population of white planet and subsequently descended to Earth planet which was translated by Akathiar Population in PALM LEAF MANUSCRIPT”

M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian
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3. Introduction:
   Case study shows that the origin and evolution of various language, grammar, script across the world have many concepts and theories. In Tamil language “Tholkappiam” is considered as one of the five great epics which focus the high grammar value of Tamil language. “Thirukkural” is considered focus about “Ethic value and morals” about human life system which was translated in various global level languages. Further LLIAD, ODYSSEY in Greek, LUSIADS in Portuguese also considered as ancient famous epics. Further various religious texts like BIBLE, QURAN, RAMAYANAM, MAHABHARATHAM, BHAGAVAT GITA etc. shall also be considered as focusing Planetary system, Ethical, moral values of Ancient human life system. If so,....
   i) What was the first language script?....
   ii) What was the first Ethical Text?....

In Tamil language research some scholar debates that Tholkappiam is not the most ancient text and it may belong to the period between 3rd to 10th century AD. Some scholar even debate that “Tholkappiam itself was not written by Tholkappiayar” and probably a Translated Version by eminent scholar.

This research focus that the language, script on the Earth planet shall be considered descended from the AKKILEN RACE of White planet which shall be considered translated from Super Solid Stone culvert (Tablet) into Palm leaf and other scripts in various occasions in various languages.

4. Hypothesis and Narrations
   a) Philosophy of Valluvam?...

   It is hypothesized that “Valluvam” shall be considered as the Divine Script written by Akkilen Populations. The Divine script shall be considered as “SOUL” of language script derived from supernatural “SPIRIT”. In proto Indo Europe language the supernatural spirit, Divine script shall be called as “CHITTAM” “VALLUVAM” as described below:
Further the divine script Valluvam shall be considered as exist in “three-in-one” form called as science of Ethics, Science of Logics, having distinguished characteristics like photon, Electron, Proton of fundamental particles.

i) Right dot is like proton (Functional property)
ii) Left dot is like Electron (Structural property)
iii) Centre dot is like photon (Control property)

It is further focused that the three-in-one script shall be considered focusing three-in-one personality traits of human life system (i.e.) MORAL, CHARACTER, CONDUCT.

c) Philosophy of Alien population?...

It is hypothesized that Akkilen race shall be considered as Divine population (or) Godly persons evolved due to impact of ‘J-RADIATION’ (Zero hour radiation). The Akkilen population shall also be called as “Thiri Valluvar”, having exorbitant strength and high moral values. Thiri Valluvar shall mean born of “Virgin light”.

It is further hypothesized that “KACHCHA THEEVU” shall be considered as the first land origin (virgin land) on the earth planet and the Akkathiar race populations (also called as Akkanna populations) shall be considered as species to Akkilen populations race of white planet.

d) Philosophy of Kappiam?...

It is hypothesized that various global level poems, epics, religious texts might have been written based on philosophy of VALLUVAM, AKATHIAM during the course of time.

“The philosophy of Thokappiam, Thirukkural, odyssey might belong to post Vedic period of about 2500 years ago. The philosophy of Valluvam might belong to period about 5,00,000 years ago”

…Author

e) Philosophy of 12th Tamil Alphabet?...

It is hypothesized that 12th Sentamil Alphabet “AUV” might dialectically indicate the prehistoric divine script “VALLUVAM”.

“Kachcha Theevu” shall be considered as the transformed script translated in the form of Palm Leaf Script. The transformed script shall be considered as available only part and many missing scripts are yet to be traced and translated’.

…Author
Further the etymology of English word "Oh", "Vow", "Ah" used in various poems for emotional expressions might be derived from the philosophy of 12th Tamil Alphabet "AUV".

(i) It is focused that the Philosophy of word vow means solemn promise, pledge, sacred covenant, affirmation associated with moral, character, conduct shall be considered derived from the THREE-IN-ONE Philosophy of "VALLUVAM".

(ii) Tholkappiar is senior to Thiruvalluvar?...

Case study shows that Thiruvalluvar lived during third century AD in Chennai (Mylapore). Tholkappiar is believed to have lived in Kanyakumari District before the period of Thiruvalluvar. Many scholars including Robert Caldwell argue that Tholkappiar might have lived around 5th to 10th Century AD.

Further Case Study shows that epics of Tholkappiar written in high grammatical form further in Tholkappiam it indicates both Sentami and Kodum Tamil which means Tholkappiam might have been written after evolution of Tamil language to the state of Sentamil.

It is hypothesized by the Author that Tholkappiar can not be senior to Thiruvalluvar and probably lived during post vedic period (After 5th Century) after evolution of more value in grammar in Tamil Language. Whereas the Thirukkural written by Thiruvalluvar has more ethical, moral value rather than grammatical value. Hence it is emphasized that Thiruvalluvar might have lived prior to Tholkappiar (say 3rd Century BC).

f) Philosophy of AVVAI?...

In Tamil history case study shows that there were three ancient female poets exist in the name of "AVVAIYAR" one belong to Sangam period, (2nd Century) 2nd belong to chola king period (13th Century) and another one is not exactly known.

It is hypothesized that ‘AVVAI’ shall be considered belong to Divine population of Akkilan race lived in white planet. In proto Indo Europe language “Avvai” shall mean white planet. “POOVAI” shall mean Earth planet. The philosophy of “Avvaiyar” might be derived from the philosophy of “AVVAI”.

It is speculated that after eating “NELLIKANI” Akkilen populations of white planet might be descended to Earth planet subsequently. The philosophy of transformed populations shall be hypothetically described as below:

(i)
h) Case Study on Thiruvalluvar?...

It is hypothesized that the Tamil Scholar Thiruvalluvar lived around 3rd Century BC might have translated the predefined philosophies in three sections ARAM (Virtues), PORUL (Wealth), and INBAM (Love) based on “VALLUVAM”. Thirukkural has only 1330 couplets?... No... No... No... It is hypothesized that Thiruvalluvar might have translated only 1330 philosophies during his period and many more millions of philosophies missing are yet to be identified and translated.

i) Case study on palm leaf manuscript?...

Case study shows that U.V.Swaminatha Iyer (1885-1942) has given much contributions to Tamil in translating ancient palm leaf manuscript into reprint in Text book form. Further UNESCO has a project to preserve the palm leaf manuscript of Asia called “Memory of Asia”. A recent survey says that there are hundred thousands unpublished palm leaf manuscript of Traditional Indian knowledge in Tamil in various fields.
such as **Astrology, Astronomy, Medicine, Human Anatomy** etc.
5. Conclusion:
The philosophy of “Valluvam” shall be considered as Divine Script engraved in super solid stone (Tablet) about various philosophies of Astronomy, Human life system, medicine etc. Valluvam shall alternatively mean “SOUL” or “THAMIL”.

“Tholkappiar does not mean the poet who copied the predefined philosophies. He shall be considered as a great poet (Kaviperarasu) who translated the philosophies in high grammatical way in three books for the benefit of younger generations”.

...Author
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